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Photothermal therapy (PTT) and neoantigen cancer vaccine each offer minimally invasive and highly specific cancer therapy; however, they are not effective against large established tumors due to physical and biological barriers that attenuate thermal ablation and abolish antitumor immunity. Here, comparative study is designed and performed using small (≈50 mm³) and large (>100 mm³) tumors to examine how tumor size affects the therapeutic efficiency of PTT and neoantigen cancer vaccine. It is shown that spiky gold nanoparticle (SGNP)-based PTT and synergetic dual adjuvant-based neoantigen cancer vaccine can efficiently regress small tumors as a single agent, but not large tumors due to limited internal heating and immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (TME). It is reported that PTT sensitizes tumors to neoantigen cancer vaccination by destroying and compromising the TME via thermally induced cellular and molecular damage, while neoantigen cancer vaccine reverts local immune suppression induced by PTT and shapes residual TME in favor of antitumor immunity. The combination therapy efficiently eradicates large local tumors and also exerts strong abscopal effect against pre-established distant tumors with robust systemic antitumor immunity. Thus, PTT combined with neoantigen cancer vaccine is a promising nano-immunotherapy for personalized therapy of advanced cancer.

1. Introduction

Photothermal therapy (PTT) offers minimally invasive and targeted cancer therapy using photosensitizers that can absorb low energy near-infrared (NIR) light and induce local heat transfer for thermal ablation of tumors.[1] PTT can minimize collateral damage to the surrounding normal tissues by region-selective administration of photosensitizer and NIR light into the tumor areas.[2] However, the short range of heat diffusion near photosensitizer and limited light penetration typically lead to incomplete ablation of large tumors and rapid tumor recurrence from residual cancer cells in the PTT-treated tumor margin.[3] In addition, although recent studies demonstrated that PTT can stimulate innate and adaptive immune responses by promoting the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, maturation of dendritic cells (DCs), and activation of effector T cells,[4] the resulting anti-tumor immunity is generally sub-optimal for inhibiting distant tumors. Moreover, PTT has been reported to promote local immune suppression by upregulation of inhibitory enzymes and checkpoint ligands[3,5] and recruitment of immunosuppressive cells[4b,6] resulting in the outgrowth of cancer cells in the treatment margin. PTT has been extensively studied to treat local tumors that are directly accessible for laser irradiation, and it has been shown that residual distant tumors can be treated by PTT combined with other therapies, including immune adjuvants, immune checkpoint blockers, adoptive T cell transfer, and chemotherapies.[3,4b,5–7] However, it still remains challenging for PTT-based therapies to effectively eliminate large established tumors and exert robust abscopal effect against disseminated systemic metastasis.

Therapeutic cancer vaccine is a clinically relevant cancer immunotherapy that can generate endogenous tumor-specific immune responses to destroy cancer cells.[8] Neoantigens formed by nonsynonymous cancer mutations are highly tumor-specific and immunogenic as they are entirely absent in normal cells and thus can bypass the central tolerance.[9] Neoantigen-specific cytotoxic T cells (CTLs) were implicated not only in the rejection of mouse cancers[10] but also improved prognosis in human cancers,[11] highlighting the promise of neoantigen vaccines for personalized...
cannot immunotherapy. Recent clinical trials have demonstrated the potential of neoantigen-based cancer vaccination in small cohorts of patients. However, traditional neoantigen vaccines employed in these initial trials generated low levels of neoantigen-specific CTLs, potentially due to the weak immune stimulation capacity of the soluble vaccines. In addition, the immunosuppressive tumor microenvironment (TME) presents a major obstacle to cancer immunotherapy as it supports tumor growth and progression with multiple immunosuppressive mechanisms, including various immunosuppressive cells, ligands, cytokines, enzymes, as well as the stromal cells, and other extracellular matrix components. In particular, advanced stage tumors are characterized by a large fraction of immunosuppressive stromal cells in TME, that hampers the in vivo performance and therapeutic efficacy of cancer vaccines. Thus, inefficient induction of tumor-specific CTLs and immunosuppressive TME are critical hurdles to overcome for the development of successful immunotherapies against advanced stage cancers.

Here, we report that PTT combined with neoantigen cancer vaccine efficiently eradicates large local tumors as well as pre-established metastatic tumors, whereas individual treatment of PTT or neoantigen vaccine is not effective in this late-stage tumor model. We have previously reported that NIR-PTT using spiky gold nanoparticles (SGNPs) exhibited limited anti-tumor efficacy against large established tumors (>100 mm³) due to insufficient internal heating. In this study, we performed a comparative study using small (≈50 mm³) and large (>100 mm³) tumors and report that SGNP-based NIR-PTT effectively eliminated small tumors but not large tumors. In parallel, we have developed a potent neoantigen cancer vaccine using a dual adjuvant combination of Toll-like receptor (TLR)-3 agonist pIC and TLR-9 agonist CpG. We have shown that pIC and CpG strongly activated DCs in a synergistic manner by stimulating distinct TLR signals and that a simple soluble vaccine composed of dual TLR agonists and neoantigen peptides generated potent neoantigen-specific CD8⁺ T cell response as high as ≈30% in the systemic circulation, leading to the eradication of small tumors (≈50 mm³). However, large tumors (>100 mm³) significantly diminished the therapeutic efficiency of dual TLR agonist-based neoantigen cancer vaccine, potentially due to the immunosuppressive TME. Importantly, the combination of PTT and neoantigen cancer vaccine led to complete regression of large primary tumors. Furthermore, the combination therapy also exerted robust abscopal effect against pre-established metastatic tumors for which neither PTT nor neoantigen vaccine was effective. Mechanistically, PTT exerted anti-tumor efficacy by direct thermal ablation of tumor tissue, while neoantigen cancer vaccine elicited antitumor immunity in the local tumors as well as in the peripheral tissues. PTT debulked large established tumors with cellular and molecular damage, augmented anti-tumor immunity, and sensitized the tumors to anti-tumor immune cells elicited by neoantigen cancer vaccine, leading to robust local and abscopal effect. Thus, PTT combined with neoantigen cancer vaccine represents a promising cancer therapy for the treatment of advanced cancer.

2. Results

2.1. Photothermal Therapy against Small and Large Tumors

We synthesized and utilized SGNPs as a NIR photosensitizer for photothermal cancer therapy as previously described. SGNPs were tuned to exhibit absorption peak at ≈808 nm, the wavelength of NIR laser, for the maximum laser absorption and photothermal conversion (Figure 1A). SGNPs were further surface-passivated with polyethyleneglycol (PEG) for improving colloidal stability and reducing systemic toxicity and immunogenicity. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image confirmed uniform nanospiky structures (Figure 1B), with the effective diameter of 44 ± 8.1 nm calculated from the projected areas of individual particles (Figure 1C). For PTT in vivo, we established MC38 colon carcinoma model by inoculating 5 × 10⁵ MC38 cells subcutaneously on the right flank of C57BL/6 mice. On day 9 when the tumor volume reached 47 ± 17 mm³, we performed intratumoral injection of PBS or SGNPs (100 fmol), followed by continuous-wave laser irradiation (808 nm, 0.7 W cm⁻² for 5 min) one day later (Figure 1D). SGNP treatment increased the tumor temperature by +12 °C (Figure 1E) and efficiently inhibited tumor growth (Figure 1F), with 63% of animals eliminating tumors (P < 0.001 compared with PBS, Figure 1G). In contrast, animals treated with PBS exhibited a significantly lower temperature increase of +6 °C and failed to inhibit tumor growth with all animals succumbing to tumors by day 35 (Figure 1E-G). In order to examine the impact of PTT on the induction of systemic anti-tumor T cell response, we analyzed peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) on day 7 after laser irradiation for the frequency of CD8⁺ T cells specific to Adpgk peptide, a neoantigen exclusively expressed in MC38 cells. Flow cytometric analysis using Adpgk-major histocompatibility complex class I (H-2Db) tetramer indicated that SGNP-PTT induced minimal Adpgk-specific CD8⁺ T cell response in the systemic circulation (Figure 1H).

Next, we examined the therapeutic efficacy of PTT against large local tumors. We controlled the tumor size by adjusting the number of MC38 cells inoculated on the mice. Small or large tumors were established with 5 × 10⁵ (same as above) or 2 × 10⁶ MC38 cells, respectively. Mice were treated with SGNP on day 9 and laser irradiation on day 10 as above. Administration of PBS, followed by laser irradiation, served as a control group. Upon SGNP-PTT, small tumors (52 ± 18 mm³) exhibited higher local tumor temperature than large tumors (130 ± 38 mm³) although they were not statistically different (Figure 1I). SGNP-PTT exhibited reproducible therapeutic efficacy against small tumors as in Figure 1F,G, leading to efficient tumor inhibition (Figure 1J) and long-term survival for 60% mice (Figure 1K). However, despite elevated local tumor temperature (Figure 1I), SGNP-PTT was not effective against large tumors, showing minimal benefit in tumor growth inhibition or survival (Figure 1J,K), compared with the PBS control. Regardless of the tumor size, SGNP-PTT failed to induce systemic antitumor T cells, as shown by the basal level of Adpgk-specific CD8⁺ T cells among PBMCs (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Overall, these results demonstrated that SGNP-PTT eliminated small, local tumors by direct thermal
ablation without eliciting measurable systemic anti-tumor T cells; however, SGNP-PTT was not effective against large tumors.

2.2. Neoadtigen Cancer Vaccination against Small and Large Tumors

It has been well documented that immunostimulatory pIC and CpG elicit immune responses and promote cytokine production via Toll/interleukin-1 receptor domain-containing adapter inducing interferon-β (TRIF) and myeloid differentiation factor 88 (MyD88) pathways, respectively. We used bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) to treat with the dual adjuvants and examined their synergistic activity. We measured pro-inflammatory cytokines, MyD88-dependent IL-12p70 and TRIF-dependent interferon-β (IFN-β), secreted from BMDCs with a pairwise combination of pIC and CpG. These cytokines are independently produced via distinct signaling pathways. In particular, IL-12p70 is known to be critical for the generation of T helper 1 (Th1)-polarized response and priming of anti-tumor CD8+ T cells, and IFN-β is crucial for antitumor efficacy. When used as a single agent, the dose of pIC employed in our study (1–100 μg mL⁻¹) was suboptimal for the induction of
IL-12p70 and IFN-β, whereas CpG at the dose of > 100 ng mL⁻¹ promoted IL-12p70 production, but not IFN-β (Figure 2A,C). Notably, the combination of pIC and CpG triggered markedly increased secretion of IL-12p70 and IFN-β by BMDCs at the doses of pIC > 1 μg mL⁻¹ and CpG > 100 ng mL⁻¹. To reveal the synergy in a quantitative manner, synergistic fold-increase was calculated by dividing the observed cytokine concentration by the predictive additive concentration from the individual adjuvant treatment,⁴¹ which clearly showed the synergistic effect of pIC and CpG combination, with the maximum 9.4-fold and 21-fold increase in the production of IL-12p70 and IFN-β, respectively (Figure 2B,D). The highest fold-increase was induced by the intermediate concentrations of pIC and CpG, suggesting that the balanced contribution of pIC and CpG is crucial for the synergy. We also examined the dual TLR agonist combination using monophosphoryl lipid A (MPLA), a widely used TLR-4 agonist.⁴² We observed similar synergistic IL-12p70 production for CpG + MPLA (Figure S2, Supporting Information).
among CD8+ T cells or the production of MC38 cell-binding sera IgG in the systemic circulation (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Taken together, Adpgk + pIC + CpG generates strong antitumor cellular and humoral immune responses and efficiently eradicates small tumors; however, its efficacy is significantly diminished against large tumors, likely due to the immunosuppressive TME associated with fully established tumors.\textsuperscript{[15]} 

2.3. Treatment of Large Primary Tumors and Distant Metastasis with Photothermal Therapy Combined with Neoantigen Cancer Vaccine

We next asked whether PTT and neoantigen cancer vaccine could complement each other and provide a potent combination therapy against large established tumors. In parallel, we sought to examine an abscopal effect of the combination therapy against metastatic tumors, which are characteristic features of advanced cancer that contribute to poor patient survival.\textsuperscript{[29]} To test the hypothesis, we employed a bilateral tumor model that presents large primary tumors in one side and pre-established experimental metastasis in the other side. C57BL/6 mice were inoculated subcutaneously with 2 × 10^6 and 2 × 10^6 MC38 cells on the right and left flank for establishing primary and contralateral tumors, respectively. On day 9 when the primary tumors reached 113 ± 30 mm\(^3\), the primary tumors were directly administered with Adpgk + pIC + CpG (dose of 15, 50, or 15 μg, respectively), SGNP (100 fmol), or their combination (denoted as combo), followed by laser irradiation on the next day (Figure 3A). The contralateral tumors were monitored without any treatment in order to examine the systemic antitumor effects induced by the local treatment of primary tumors. Intratumoral injection of PBS, followed by laser irradiation, was used as a control group. As expected, SGNP or combo treatment significantly increased the temperature of tumor tissues, compared with PBS or Adpgk + pIC + CpG (Figure 3B), confirming SGNP-mediated photothermal heating of tumors. This also indicated that pre-mixing and co-administration of Adpgk + pIC + CpG did not alter SGNPs for their photothermal effect. We confirmed that SGNP exhibited negligible nonspecific binding of Adpgk, pIC, and CpG (Figure S4, Supporting Information), possibly due to anti-fouling PEG surface coating on SGNP. Importantly, the combo-PTT completely ablated large primary tumors in 100% mice (Figure 3C,F). On the other hand, mice treated with either SGNP-PTT or Adpgk + pIC + CpG vaccine exhibited 0% and 43% rate of complete tumor regression, respectively (Figure 3C,F). Importantly, the combo-PTT also exerted robust abscopal effect against the untreated contralateral tumors (Figure 3D–F), significantly delaying the tumor growth and extending the animal survival. In contrast, untreated contralateral tumors in SGNP-PTT or Adpgk + pIC + CpG vaccine group exhibited the similar growth rates to that of PBS control group (Figure 3D–F). Overall, these results indicate that PTT combined with neoantigen cancer vaccination exerts robust anti-tumor efficacy against local primary tumors as well as untreated distant tumors.

2.4. Immune Response in the Directly Treated Local Tumors

Since the combination therapy led to strong antitumor immunity as evidenced by the inhibition of untreated distant tumors, we sought to delineate the immune response triggered by the individual or the combination therapy. We analyzed the primary tumors on day 17 (7 d after laser irradiation) in the bilateral tumor model as in Figure 3A. Thermal ablation of tumor tissue by SGNP-PTT or combo-PTT significantly decreased the frequency of immune cells within the local tumors, including DCs, macrophage, CD8+ T cells, CD4+ T cells, and NK cells (Figure

whereas no cytokine was detected for pIC + MPLA (data not shown).

Having shown the potency of pIC and CpG combination in vitro, we examined the dual adjuvants combined with Adpgk neoantigen peptide as a personalized cancer vaccine in the MC38 tumor model. C57BL/6 mice were inoculated subcutaneously with 5 × 10^6 MC38 cells on the right flank on day 0. When the tumor volume reached 41 ± 17 mm\(^3\) on day 9, vaccines were administered directly into tumors, followed by boost injection on day 16 (Figure 2E). We chose the intratumoral route of vaccination in our study as preclinical and clinical studies have shown that intratumoral delivery of immunotherapy could elicit immunity without overt systemic exposure.\textsuperscript{[16]} To assess synergistic immune stimulation by the dual adjuvants, we compared the therapeutic efficacy of single versus dual adjuvants formulated with or without Adpgk peptide. Without Adpgk peptide, injection of pIC (50 μg) alone failed to inhibit tumor growth, whereas CpG (15 μg) exhibited moderate inhibition (Figure 2F). Notably, pIC + CpG showed greater tumor suppression than CpG, which indicates that synergistic immune stimulation is linked to strong antitumor effect (Figure 2F). Moreover, addition of Adpgk (15 μg) to either pIC or CpG improved their anti-tumor efficacy (Figure 2F,G). Importantly, Adpgk + pIC + CpG triple combination exerted a remarkable anti-tumor effect, leading to complete tumor eradication in 100% mice (Figure 2F,G). On the other hand, Adpgk peptide alone promoted faster tumor growth than PBS, potentially by inducing immunological tolerance,\textsuperscript{[27]} which demonstrates the indispensable role of strong immune adjuvants in cancer vaccination. Tetramer staining performed on 7 d after prime (16 d) and boost (23 d) showed robust elicitation of Adpgk-specific CD8+ T cells by Adpgk + pIC + CpG, achieving 4.0 ± 1.1% tetramer+ among CD8+ T cells in PBMCs after the first injection (2.3- and 2.7-fold higher than Adpgk + pIC and Adpgk + CpG, respectively, P < 0.01) and 28 ± 7.0% after the boost injection (4.3- and 12-fold higher than Adpgk + pIC and Adpgk + CpG, respectively, P < 0.0001) (Figure 2H). Omitting any single component from Adpgk + pIC + CpG vaccine resulted in significantly decreased Adpgk-specific CD8+ T cell response (Figure 2H), demonstrating that all three components of Adpgk, pIC, and CpG are required for induction of robust tumor-specific CD8+ T cells. In addition, the dual adjuvant treatment induced serum IgG that bound live MC38 cells, showing effective elicitation of humoral immunity (Figure 2J).\textsuperscript{[28]}

Having demonstrated the therapeutic potency of Adpgk + pIC + CpG vaccine against small tumors, we next investigated its antitumor efficacy against large tumors. Tumor size was controlled by the number of MC38 cells inoculated, as described above. Whereas Adpgk + pIC + CpG reproducibly induced strong antitumor effect and eliminated small tumors (50 ± 9.2 mm\(^3\)), it was not effective against large tumors (124 ± 33 mm\(^3\)), with only 33% complete response rate (Figure 2J,K). Increase in the tumor size had no impact on the priming of Adpgk-specific CD8+ T cells or the production of MC38 cell-binding sera IgG in the systemic circulation (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Taken together, Adpgk + pIC + CpG generates strong antitumor cellular and humoral immune responses and efficiently eradicates small tumors; however, its efficacy is significantly diminished against large tumors, likely due to the immunosuppressive TME associated with fully established tumors.\textsuperscript{[15]}
Figure 3. PTT-vaccine combination for the treatment of large primary tumors and pre-established experimental metastasis. A) Schematic of treatment regimen. B) Local temperature increase in the tumors during laser irradiation. Average tumor growth of the C) treated primary tumors and D) untreated contralateral tumors, and E) the overall Kaplan–Meier survival curves. F) Individual tumor growth with fraction of complete tumor regression (CR). The data show mean ± B) s.d. or C,D) s.e.m. with n = 5 (PBS + laser) or n = 7 (other groups) for (B–F). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, and ***p < 0.001, analyzed by two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparisons post-test (B–D), or by log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test (E). * in (B) indicate statistically significant differences between PBS + laser versus SGNP or Combo + laser (*); and Adpgk + pIC + CpG + laser versus SGNP or Combo + laser (#). * in (C,E) indicate statistically significant differences compared with Combo + laser. *, # in D) indicate statistically significant differences between PBS + laser versus Combo + laser (*); and SGNP + laser versus Combo + laser (#).

S5, Supporting Information), probably due to heat-mediated depletion of immune cells nonspecifically within the TME. Nevertheless, the frequency of Adpgk-specific CD8+ T cells in the treated tumors was significantly increased by PTT and vaccine (Figure 4A). PTT also promoted cytotoxic activity of NK cells as shown by the upregulation of CD107a,[30] which was associated with the expression of MULT-1 on tumor cells, a stress-induced ligand for NKG2D receptor[31] (Figure 4B and Figure S6, Supporting Information). In addition, the combo-PTT treatment promoted DC activation and maturation as shown by the upregulation of a costimulatory marker CD40 (Figure 4C). Although the combo-PTT treatment also increased the expression of CD86 on DCs, the difference was not statistically significant (Figure 4D). Furthermore, tumors treated with SGNP-PTT or combo-PTT had significantly increased frequencies of neutrophils (Figure 4E), compared with the PBS control. As neutrophils migrate to the sites of inflammation as a part of the wound healing process,[32] we speculate that PTT-mediated tissue damage induced acute inflammation and intratumoral infiltration of neutrophils.[33]

On the other hand, tumors treated with SGNP-PTT or combo-PTT exhibited significantly increased frequencies of CD4+CD25+Foxp3+ Tregs, resulting in a higher ratio of Treg/CD8+ T cells, compared with the PBS control or Adpgk + pIC + CpG vaccine groups (Figure 4F,G). SGNP-PTT induced upregulation of CD206 on macrophages within the tumors (Figure 4H). Accordingly, SGNP-PTT increased the ratio of CD206-expressing M2-like macrophage to CD86-expressing M1-like macrophage,[34] compared with the PBS or Adpgk + pIC +
CpG treatments (Figure S1J). In contrast, the combo-PTT treatment did not exhibit a statistically significant difference in the ratio of M2/M1-like macrophages, compared with the PBS control. Taken all together, these results indicate that PTT elicited both anti-inflammatory response by M2 macrophages/Tregs and pro-inflammatory response by DCs, T cells, and NK cells in the locally treated tumors, whereas vaccination mostly promoted pro-inflammatory response by DCs and T cells. The combination of PTT with vaccination promoted activation of DCs and tumor-specific T cell response to the greater extents than individual treatments, while maintaining robust NK cell activity mediated by PTT, thus leading to strong antitumor immune response for complete tumor regression after local treatment.

2.5. Immune Response in the Untreated Distant Tumors

Lastly, we also analyzed immune cells in the untreated contralateral tumors to reveal key immune cells potentially implicated in the inhibition of distant metastasis. The combo-PTT therapy significantly increased the frequency of CD8⁺ T cells and NK cells in the contralateral tumors, compared with the PBS control (Figure 5A,C). In addition, the high frequency of tumor infiltrating CD8⁺ T cells and NK cells was associated with their activation as shown by Adpgk tetramer staining and upregulation of CD107a, respectively (Figure 5B,D). Adpgk + pIC + CpG also elicited Adpgk-specific CD8⁺ T cells to the similar extent as the combo-PTT therapy. These results indicate that systemic activation of CD8⁺ T cells and their homing to metastatic tumors were mainly driven by vaccination rather than PTT. On the other hand, there was no significant change in the population of DCs, macrophages, CD4⁺ T cells, and neutrophils within the contralateral tumors by any treatment (Figure S7, Supporting Information). Nonetheless, the functional analysis indicated that the combo-PTT therapy led to upregulation of CD40 and CD86 among tumor-infiltrating DCs (Figure 5E,F). Mice that received the combo-PTT treatment exhibited an increased frequency of Tregs in the contralateral tumors (Figure 5G). However, the ratio of Treg/CD8⁺ T cells for the combo-PTT group remained similar to other groups due to the concurrent increase in the frequency of CD8⁺ T cells (Figure 5H). In addition, the combo-PTT treatment promoted CD86-expressing M1-like macrophages whereas CD206-expressing M2-like macrophages remained unchanged, leading to a significantly decreased ratio of M2/M1-like macrophages, compared with the PBS or SGNP-PTT groups (Figure S1 K). Overall, the combo-PTT treatment promoted systemic activation of DCs, macrophages, CD8⁺ T cells, and NK cells and their trafficking into distant tumors, which could foster TME...
in favor of anti-tumor immunity for exerting robust abscopal effect against untreated metastatic tumors.

3. Discussion

In this study, we performed comparative study by categorizing tumors by their size (small vs large) and demonstrated markedly reduced therapeutic efficiency of NIR-PTT and neoantigen cancer vaccination against large tumors. PTT exhibited inefficient eradication of large tumors by low internal heating and heterogeneous heat distribution that caused mild hyperthermia with a substantial margin beyond effective PTT.[3,6c,35] On the other hand, large tumors develop complex and dynamic TME for supporting tumor growth, which endows immune evasion and limits the efficacy of cancer immunotherapy.[14a] We hypothesized that PTT and cancer vaccine together can synergistically improve anti-tumor efficiency against large tumors with their complementary therapeutic effects. PTT can ablative tumor cells and other TME components by thermally-induced cellular and molecular damage, leading to debulking of tumor mass and altering the TME. In parallel, cancer vaccine can eliminate residual tumor burden that becomes susceptible to immunotherapy with compromised TME. Indeed, we demonstrated that the combination of PTT and cancer vaccine can efficiently eradicate large primary tumors, achieving complete tumor regression in 100% of the treated mice. Moreover, the combination therapy also exerted a robust abscopal effect against distant metastatic tumors, suggesting its therapeutic potential against advanced stage tumors featured by large primary tumor and systemic metastasis.

PTT nonspecifically killed cells in the tumors, including not only cancer cells but also immune cells pre-existing in the tumors. On the other hand, PTT-treated tumors were enriched with neutrophils that infiltrated tumors post PTT. Neutrophils are the most abundant leukocytes in the blood that quickly migrate to the sites of infection or tissue damage and resolve the potentially harmful inflammatory response.[32] Thus, our data indicate that PTT promotes acute inflammation in the locally treated tumors, possibly by causing tissue injury and necrotic cell death,[33] followed by recruitment of neutrophils into inflamed tumors.[36] Neutrophils were more abundant in the tumors treated with SGNP-PTT than the tumors treated with Adpgk + pIC + CpG, suggesting that PTT-induced inflammation can attract neutrophils more efficiently than adjuvant-mediated inflammation.[37] PTT also resulted in the high frequencies of immunosuppressive M2-like macrophages and Tregs in residual tumors. Although PTT could also trigger the activation of
local immune cells, including DCs, CD8+ T cells, and NK cells, they were not sufficient to overcome local immune suppression and prevent tumor growth. Notably, the enrichment of neutrophils, Tregs, and M2-like macrophages in the PTT-treated tumors are reminiscent of those observed during tumor relapse after surgical tumor resection. It has been demonstrated that PTT-mediated inflammation accelerated tumor regrowth and therapy resistance although the exact mechanism of action has not been elucidated. Our results in this report indicate that PTT-mediated tissue injury generates acute inflammatory response potentially implicated for tissue regeneration and wound healing, which is likely to induce immunosuppressive milieu in residual tumors to support tumor relapse.

The synergy between pIC and CpG is associated with simultaneous stimulation of TRIF and MyD88 pathways that not only amplifies the individual signals but also activates unique signals and gene expressions. The synergistic cytokine production by BMDCs was abolished when MyD88-dependent CpG was not TRIF-dependent pIC, replaced by TRIF-biased MPLA, suggesting that dual adjuvant synergy stemmed from costimulation of MyD88 and TRIF pathways. Surprisingly, our study has shown that neoantigen vaccination with dual TLR agonists of pIC plus CpG resulted in complete regression of MC38 tumors (≈50 mm3) with strong induction of neoantigen-specific CD8+ T cells in the systemic circulation, as high as ≈30% after the boost vaccination. Soluble vaccines consisting free form of antigens and adjuvants are known to elicit weak tumor-specific T cells because of rapid clearance and poor co-delivery of antigens and adjuvants by their unfavorable pharmacological properties, which results in poor vaccine performance and antitumor efficacy. This also applies for recent clinical trials of personalized cancer vaccine in which soluble neoantigen vaccines generated rather low frequency of neoantigen-specific CD8+ T cells (generally less than 1% in blood). Although molecular modifications of antigens/adjuvants and the utilization of sophisticated delivery platforms have been shown to improve vaccine performance, complicated synthesis and post-modification processes for vaccine delivery systems pose technical and manufacturing challenges for clinical translation. Our study not only confirms the previous finding of strong immune stimulation by the combination of pIC and CpG but also extends their utility toward enhancing the immunogenicity of neoantigen in the form of simple soluble vaccine. Thus, our study offers a promising strategy for improving clinical neoantigen cancer vaccine by employing dual adjuvants for synergistic combinatorial effects.

Nevertheless, the antitumor efficacy of dual adjuvant-based neoantigen cancer vaccine was limited against large tumors (>100 mm3). This was observed despite the fact that tumor size did not alter the induction of neoantigen-specific CD8+ T cells in the systemic circulation. These results suggest that the tumor-intrinsic factor, likely immunosuppressive TME, plays a detrimental role in vaccine performance. This is consistent with the notion that therapeutic cancer vaccine is most effective for small tumors in early stage before immunosuppressive TME is fully established, as cancer cells program and exploit TME for resisting cancer immunotherapy with multiple immune evasion mechanisms. Importantly, we have demonstrated that PTT can synergize with cancer vaccine to effectively eliminate large established tumors. While we have not identified the exact mechanisms of action for PTT and vaccine combo treatment responsible for their efficacy against large tumors, we speculate that PTT sensitizes tumors to vaccination by debulking large tumors and destroying the physical barriers of TME, thus turning TME susceptible to systemically activated anti-tumor immune cells. In line with this, tumors treated with neoantigen cancer vaccine plus PTT exhibited increased neoantigen-specific CD8+ T cells, compared with PTT or vaccine alone. In addition, vaccination alleviated immunosuppression in PTT-treated tumors by reducing M2-polarization of macrophages, while PTT activated NK cells and DCs together with vaccination. These features are associated with favorable anti-tumor immune responses that promote regression of large primary tumors by the combo treatment.

The combination therapy also exerted robust abscopal effect against pre-established metastatic tumors. PTT alone barely affected the composition and activation status of immune cells, whereas neoantigen cancer vaccine significantly increased neoantigen-specific CD8+ T cells in the contralateral tumors. These results suggest that PTT only modulates local immunity in the directly treated tumors whereas vaccination promotes both local and systemic immunity. Moreover, neoantigen cancer vaccine combined with PTT exhibited enhanced activation and/or tumor infiltration of CD8+ T cells, NK cells, DCs, and macrophages, compared with either treatment alone. We speculate that PTT-triggered release of tumor antigens and danger signals synergizes with cancer vaccination, leading to augmentation of systemic immune activation. Overall, these results show that combined PTT treatment promotes systemic activation and tumor trafficking of key effector cells for cancer immunotherapy, including CD8+ T cells and NK cells resulting in robust anti-tumor activity against distant metastatic tumors.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have demonstrated that PTT combined with neoantigen cancer vaccine can efficiently eradicate large primary tumors as well as pre-established metastatic tumors by complementary therapeutic actions and synergistic antitumor immune activation. The combination of PTT and neoantigen cancer vaccine presents a new nano-immunotherapy that offers a promising approach for personalized therapy of advanced cancer.

5. Experimental Section

Materials and Equipment: L-ascorbic acid was obtained from Fisher Chemical. pIC (high molecular weight, 1.5–8 kb) was purchased from InvivoGen, and CpG1826 was obtained from Integrated DNA Technology. Adpkd peptide (ASMTNMELM) was synthesized by Genscript. RPMI 1640, penicillin-streptomycin (PS), beta-mercaptoethanol (β-ME), and ACK lysis buffer were purchased from Gibco. Fetal bovine serum (FBS) was obtained from Corning. Granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) was received from Genscript. Other chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise stated. UV–Vis absorption spectra were obtained using BioTek synergy neo microplate reader. Transmission electron microscope images were acquired using JEOL 1400-plus and analyzed using the ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD). Laser irradiation was performed using a 808 nm continuous wave diode laser (China Daheng Group Inc., Beijing, China). Tumor temperature was
measured using a minihypodermic thermocouple probe coupled with digital thermometer (OMEGA Engineering, Inc.). Flow cytometry was performed using ZE5 Cell Analyzer (Bio-Rad) and the data were analyzed using FlowJo 10.5 software.

Synthesis of SGNPs: SGNPs were synthesized using seed-mediated, surfactant-free method as described previously.[7b] Briefly, seed GNPs were prepared by boiling 1.5 mmol of HAuCl4 and 4.5 mmol of sodium citrate tribasic dehydrate in 300 mL deionized (DI) water for 10 min. Then, the resulting citrate-stabilized seed GNPs were cooled at room temperature and stored at 4 °C before use. For the synthesis of SGNP, 10 mL of citrate-stabilized seed GNPs were diluted in 300 mL DI water and sequentially mixed with 60 μmol of HAuCl4, 300 μL of 1 M HCl, 9 μmol of AgNO3, and 120 μmol of L-ascorbic acid with vigorous stirring, followed by 200 nmol of poly(ethylene glycol) methyl ether thiol (MW 6000). After stirring for 2 h at room temperature, the mixture was centrifuged at 3,000 × g for 1 h and the SGNP pellets were further purified by passing throughillustra NAP-10 column (GE healthcare life sciences), followed by storage at 4 °C until further use.

In Vivo BMDC Study: BMDCs were collected from C57BL/6 mice and maintained in RPMI 1640 supplemented 10% FBS, 1% PS, 20 ng mL-1 GM-CSF, and 50 × 10^6 M β-ME according to the literature.[44] Immature BMDCs were plated at a density of 1 × 10^6 cells per well in 96-well plates and incubated overnight at 37 °C under 5% CO2. Cells were then incubated with a pairwise combination of pIC and CpG at the concentrations of 0, 1, 10, 20, 50, and 100 μg mL-1 pIC and 0, 10, 100, 500, and 1000 ng mL-1 CpG. After 24 h, cells were centrifuged, and cell culture media were collected for the analysis of cytokine secretion. The concentrations of IL-12p70 and IFN-β were measured using ELISA kit by following the manufacturer instruction (R&D system).

In Vivo Cancer Therapy: Animals were cared for following the federal, state, and local guidelines. University of Michigan, Ann Arbor is an AAALAC International Accredited Institution, and all works conducted on animals were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC). For the animal study, mice were subcutaneously inoculated with 2 × 10^6 MC38 cells on the right flank and randomly sorted on day 9 for matching similar average tumor volume. Statistical analysis was performed using StatView 5.0.1 (Abacus Concepts, Inc.) and GraphPad Prism 8.0.1 (GraphPad Software). Student’s t-test was used for comparing two groups. The significance level was set at P < 0.05.

Flow Cytometric Analysis: For the analysis of Adpgk-specific CD8+ T cells in the systemic circulation, PBMCs were collected by submandibular bleeding, followed by the removal of red blood cells using ACK lysis buffer. PBMCs were stained with Adpgk peptide-MHC tetramer tagged with PE (H-2D<sup>b</sup>-restricted ASMTNMEML, NIH Tetrramer Core Facility) and anti-CD8α-APC (BD Biosciences, No. 553035). Serum IgG specific to MC38 cells was analyzed by incubating MC38 cells in vitro with immune serum, followed by staining with secondary anti-IgG-PE antibody (Invitrogen, No. 12041082). For the tumor microenvironment analysis, tumor tissues were harvested on day 7 after laser irradiation, cut into small pieces, and treated with 1 mg mL-1 of collagenase type IV and 0.1 mg mL-1 of DNase I in RPMI for 30 min at 37 °C. Single cells were obtained by passing the cell suspension through a 70 μm strainer, and then stained with the following antibody-fluorophore conjugates: CD40-BV605 (BD Biosciences, No. 745218), CD11c-PE (Invitrogen, No. 12011482), CD86-PE/Cy7 (BD Biosciences, No. 560582) for CD11c+ DCs, CD11b-BV605 (Biology, No. 101237), F4/80-FITC (Biology, No. 123107), CD68-PE/Cy7 (BD Biosciences, No. 560582), CD206-APC (Biology, No. 141708) for CD11b+ F4/80+ macrophages, CD3-FITC (Biology, No. 100204), CD8-BV605 (BD Biosciences, No. 583152), Adpgk peptide-MHC tetramer-PE (NIH Tetrramer Core Facility) for CD3<sup>+</sup> CD8<sup>+</sup> T cells, CD3-FITC, CD4-BV605 (BD Biosciences, No. 743156), Fopx3-PE (Invitrogen, No. 12577382), CD25-PE/Cy7 (BD Biosciences, No. 561780) for CD3<sup>+</sup> CD4<sup>+</sup> T cells and CD3<sup>+</sup> CD4<sup>+</sup> CD25<sup>+</sup> Fopx3<sup>+</sup> Tregs, NK.1.1-FITC (Biology, No. 108706), CD3-PE (BD Biosciences, No. 561799), CD107a-APC (BD Biosciences, No. 560646) for CD3-NK1.1<sup>+</sup> NK cells, and Ly6c-FITC (BD Biosciences, No. 553104), CD11b-PE (Invitrogen, No. 12011282), and Ly6G-APC (BD Biosciences, No. 560599) for CD11b<sup>+</sup>Ly6c-Ly6G<sup>+</sup> neutrophils. For the analysis of surface expression of NKG2D ligand, tumor cells were stained with CD45-FITC (BD Biosciences, No. 553080) and hamster anti-mouse MULT-1 antibody (Invitrogen, No. 14586382), followed by secondary antibody staining with goat anti-hamster IgG-PE (Invitrogen, No. 12411283). Flow cytometric analysis was performed with live and intact cells by suspending cells in DAPI solution and gating out DAPI-positive populations.

Statistical Analysis: For the animal studies, after tumors were established, mice were excluded with excessively large or small tumors (10–15% of animals), and the remaining mice were sorted randomly to match similar average tumor volume. Statistical analysis was performed using Prism 8.2.2 software (GraphPad Software) by one-way or two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni multiple comparisons post-test for multiple groups or two-tailed, unpaired t-test with Welch’s correction between two groups. Statistical significance for survival curve was calculated by the log-rank (Mantel–Cox) test. Data were approximately normally distributed, and variance was similar between the groups. Statistical significance is indicated as *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.
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